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EXPLANATION

MINERALIZATI ON, OA L M - Land for which the present ownership does not see the coal rights;

FRACTIONAL (LAND) OWNERSHIP - Shares of a company.

COAL MEASUREMENT LINES - Application for Federal land - Sharing of a number.

AJ95C - Cannot be seen.

COAL BED NUMBERS AND NAMES - Coal beds identified by number and name, generally named, but are clustered for identification purposes. In this quadrangle only.

Coal Bed Numbers and Names

FAIR TO POOR OUTCROP - Poor quality of coal bed in total. These areas show large variations in thickness and quality of coal and cannot be considered for mining operation.

STRENGTH LIMIT LINE - Boundaries for surface mining to be accomplished. See also the map showing the area suitable for surface mining under the mine order, to be published. The mine order is revoked where the mine order is revoked.

UNIDENTIFIED COAL RESIDUALS - Areas where the coal bed is not present, but may be present in the future. These areas are not identified and cannot be considered for mining operation.

MAGNETIC SHEET MEASUREMENTS OF THE ALMOND (COAL) BED
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